Battery-powered wireless sensor networks are prone to premature failures because some nodes deplete their batteries more rapidly than others due to workload variations, the many-to-one traffic pattern, and heterogeneous hardware. Most previous sensor network lifetime enhancement techniques focused on balancing the power distribution, assuming the usage of the identical battery. This paper proposes a novel fine-grained cost-constrained lifetime-aware battery allocation solution for sensor networks with arbitrary topologies and heterogeneous power distributions. Based on an energy-cost battery pack model and optimal node partitioning algorithm, a rapid battery pack selection heuristic is developed and its deviation from optimality is quantified. Furthermore, we investigate the impacts of the power variations on the lifetime extension by battery allocation. We prove a theorem to show that power variations of nodes are more likely to reduce the lifetime than to increase it. Experimental results indicate that the proposed technique achieves network lifetime improvements ranging from 4-13× over the uniform battery allocation, with no more than 10 battery pack levels and 2-5 orders of magnitudes speedup compared with a standard integer nonlinear program solver (INLP).
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are distributed data acquisition systems consisting of numerous wireless sensor nodes. They have the potential to allow sensing in applications and environments where it was previously impossible or prohibitively expensive. For example, WSNs may be used in weather monitoring, security, tactical surveillance, disaster management, and intelligent traffic control applications [2] . Infrastructure-free operation is one of their primary advantages. However, this beneficial attribute introduces a penalty. Distributed infrastructure-free operations in the remote locations make replacing batteries expensive. Energy constraints are therefore extremely tight.
Due to the limited energy capacity enforced by the low cost requirement of WSNs, the lifetime of a WSN to execute continuous monitoring tasks is critical. It is desirable that all nodes in WSN should cooperate with each other to sense and transmit information and run out of energy together. Otherwise, nodes in some areas will be unable to transmit their sensing data to the collective node because other battery depleted nodes will break the transmission routes to those areas. However, the many-to-one traffic pattern in WSN naturally leads to an imbalance power distribution. Previous work had shown that such an imbalance will serious shorten the lifetime of a WSN. Recently, research work attempted to balance the energy consumption of the network by constructing the lifetime-aware WSN with heterogeneous nodes, since moving tasks among the nodes to balance power is not energy efficient. By providing the nodes in the second tier stronger processing ability and larger battery capacity, Hou et al. [3] presented a two-tier lifetime-aware infrastructure. Wu et al. [4] presented a non-uniform node deployment to exploit more relay nodes to deal with the power peak in the traffic-heavy area to prolong the lifetime. Several other researchers [5] , [6] illustrated a mobile sink or multiple sinks approach to adjust the traffic flow and thus the energy distribution. Others proposed a battery allocation technique [1] , [7] to equip power-hungry sensor nodes with different battery packs to relieve the imbalance. Among the above lifetime-aware techniques, the heterogeneous battery allocation received more and more attentions due to its less overheads on the original WSN.
Sichitiu et al. [7] were the first to report that equipping sensor nodes with different battery capacities can prolong the WSN lifespan. However, their formulation has two major drawbacks: First, their battery allocation object is the coarse-grained network tier instead of the fine-grained node, i.e. the sensor nodes in each tier are equipped with the same battery and it can not deal with the power imbalance within each network tier; Second, they assumed a monolithic power distribution in a circular WSN from the leaf nodes to the sink node, i.e. it is inapplicable to the WSNs with multiple distributed power peaks, which is common in the WSNs that adopt clustering or multiple sinks or other energy efficient routing techniques; Those limitations prevent the method to be used in the real WSNs. Instead of those drawbacks, this paper proposed a novel fine-grained node-level battery allocation for the battery-powered networked embedded systems. Our work makes the following contributions:
1. We presented a novel fine-grained node-level battery allocation method under cost constraints. It is formulated as an integer nonlinear programming problem and a quite efficient heuristic is built based on the proved optimal node partitioning theorem and the energy-cost model for the battery packs. 2. We discussed the impacts of power variations on the lifetime extensions using the battery allocation method. Theoretical analysis shows that the power variations After we discuss the motivation of this work in the following Sect. 2, the node-level battery allocation problem is formulated in Sect. 3. The battery allocation problem is solved in Sect. 4 and the power variations' impacts on it are analyzed in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents the experimental results. We conclude the challenges and future work in Sect. 7.
Motivation
This section describes the motivation of the lifetime-aware battery allocation method for WSNs with various topologies, node configurations, and power distributions. First of all, we define the lifetime-aware design flow for WSNs. Figure 1 shows the lifetime-aware flow to extend the working time of WSN to meet the requirements. As we can see, the major difference between the traditional performance-driven flow and the lifetime-aware one, is the design objective changing to the lifetime under certain constraints, such as costs and performance. The power analysis stage will estimate the power consumption of each node based on the initial WSN deployment and network protocols. In the second stage, the power balancing techniques are adopted to relieve the power imbalance and extend the lifetime. However, the power imbalance is very difficult to be eliminated due to the essential many-to-one communication pattern in WSNs. Therefore, the battery allocation method is used in the third stage. Figure 2 shows a typical power distribution of a WSN using power-balanced compression and clustering techniques [8] . Obviously, the difference between sensor nodes are significant. Assuming that the total energy is denoted as E tot and a uniform battery allocation is used, each sensor node is equipped with a battery containing E tot /n energy. The first sensor node failure time T life can be decided by T life = E tot /(n · p max ), where p max is the maximum power consumption in all sensor nodes. The doted line indicates the power level at which the maximum-power (p max ) sensor node depletes its battery. The batteries of the sensor nodes located in the diagonal line region still have energy but they cannot be used due to the failure of other nodes. Therefore, a heterogeneous battery allocation in Fig. 1 will help to extend the lifetime.
The above example motivates the primary research questions addressed in this paper: Given a budget of energy cost for a WSN with arbitrary topology, node configu- ration, and power distribution, how should battery energy be assigned to sensor nodes to maximize the network lifetime under constraints on cost and the number of available battery pack levels? The solution should include the lifetime-aware node partitioning to enable battery pack capacities and battery allocations to be determined. Furthermore, to make the battery allocation technique more practical, we need also evaluate the impact of the power variations on the technique to prolong the lifetime of the WSNs.
Problem Formulation
This section first formulates a battery pack assignment problem and then analyzes the complexity of the searching space to show the necessity to develop a heuristic algorithm in the next section.
Before illustrating the lifetime-aware battery allocation algorithm, we first define the following terms. Let P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) be the power distribution of the n−node network. There are m types of batteries with energy capacities E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m and costs C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m . The relationship between energy and cost is represented as follows: By defining the network lifetime as the first node failure time, the working time of node set L i is
where g i is the maximum power in L i . The lifetime of the system is therefore
The battery allocation problem is formulated as follows: given a cost constraint C total ≤ C cons and the number of battery pack M, determine the number of the battery units in the each level to maximize T . The total cost can be represented as
The optimization objective is now formulated as follows:
subject to:
Complexity Analysis
Given a capacity-price function
. . , m, the optimization problem is formulated as an INLP that can be solved by a standard INLP solver, such as LINGO. However, experimental results will demonstrate that the running time of a general INLP solver is too long to be tolerated. The complexity of such a problem is illustrated as below. Because any node can be equipped with several batteries with different capacities, the search space is extremely large. Assuming the case with n nodes and m battery types, the time complexity is O((Dim + 1) m×n ), where Dim is a constant specifying the maximum number of each battery assigned to each pack. When m = 5, M = 10 and n = 100, the computation complexity reach 10 2300 . Though, smart algorithms can be adopted in the commercial solvers to reduce such a huge search space, our experimental results in Sect. 6 showed that it failed to solve the problem in 24 hours when the network size is larger than 64. Therefore, a faster heuristic algorithm is necessary. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed method. The first step is shown in the dotted block, in which the sensor nodes are partitioned into M sets to allow the lifetime of wireless sensor network to be optimized in the second step. Based on the partitioning, the second step in the upper-left block presents a CLPS (Cost Limited Pack Select) heuristic algorithm to choose proper battery pack configurations for each set. Finally, the node set partition, the corresponding battery pack configuration, and the lifetime of wireless sensor network are produced.
Battery Allocation Algorithm

Optimal Partition to Maximize the Lifetime
This section describes a technique to divide the sensor nodes into M sets. As the later section has pointed out, the cost constraint C cons could be transformed as the total energy constraint E cons , we do the node partition based on the energy constraint. The relationship between C cons and E cons will be stated in Sect. 4.2.1. Given the power distribution of sensor nodes in a WSN and the set number, we need the sensor node partition achieving the maximum network lifetime. First, we present a theorem on the lifetime as below:
Theorem 1: Given an energy constraint E cons and the power distribution p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , the network lifetime under any node partition of M sets will at most be
where g i is the maximum power consumption in set L i , and N i is the number of nodes in L i .
Theorem 1 is proven in Appendix A. It shows the maximum lifetime of a given node partition. The lifetime is related to g i and N i and varies under different node partitions.
Next, we will show how to achieve the optimal partition to maximize T . Based on Eq. (5), achieving the maximum T is simplified as the minimum value problem of when E cons is fixed.
To divide the nodes into M sets, we first sort the power consumption of nodes p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n in an ascending order as q 1 ≤ q 2 ≤ . . . ≤ q n . We define M + 1 boundary points to indicate the partition, where x i and x i−1 denote the index of two boundary nodes in set L i−1 . Thus, the number of nodes in set L i−1 is N i−1 = x i − x i−1 . As x i is the largest index in set L i−1 , g i−1 = q x i . Therefore, the optimization problem is represented as: (6) where x i is the optimizing variables, i = 1, 2, . . . , M + 1. They stand for the node number in the sorted power distribution q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n . The constraint conditions are listed as the following:
This problem differs from the traditional nonlinear programming formulation because the variables are the subscripts of a discrete mapping. As the objective function (Eq. (6)) could not be expressed as an elementary function, there's no direct method to solve it. However, since the power consumption sequence q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n is monotonically increasing, we can transform the original optimizing function into a piecewise continuous function q(x) assuming x is a continuous variable. In this way, the problem can be solved by a standard INLP algorithm. The regressive function q(x) is defined as:
where x is the lower-round of x. The optimization objective is
After obtaining the optimal x i of the continuous objective function, the near-optimal discrete solution is given by rounding each x i to [x i ]. The rounded solution is defined as:
where x i is the solution of the continuous problem (Eq. (8)), while [x i ] is the rounded value of x i . We use the solution of Eq. (9) to approximate that of Eq. (6). Section 6 demonstrated that those approximates cause ignorable deviations from the optimal solution. Therefore, it provides an approximate method to obtain the node partition achieving the maximal lifetime. An example of the partition method is shown in Fig. 4 , with a 100 node network and 4 energy levels. The above node partitioning can be solved very fast and efficiently in Matlab.
Heuristic Method to Select Battery Pack
As Fig. 3 shows, the first stage provided an algorithm to obtain the optimal node partition. This section presents a CLPS (Cost Limited Pack Selection) procedure to transform the ideal energy based solution to a real battery pack allocation under cost constraints. We organize the procedure as follows: First, an energy-cost model for battery pack is built based on the real battery data. Second, we present a battery assignment method for each pack according to the previous node partition. Finally, the synthetic CLPS algorithm is built based on above two steps.
Energy-Cost Model for Battery Pack
Compared with a customer-specified battery, the battery pack is a much less expensive way to acquire batteries with various volumes under a cost constraint. This is due to the fact that many kinds of alkaline or NiMH batteries are commercially available and inexpensive. By packing standard batteries, various battery packs with different capacities and supply voltages can be obtained. In order to build an energy-cost model for battery packs, we adopted a real capacity-price model for NiMH AAA battery from the website of PowerStream [9] . Next, we propose an algorithm to build the energy-cost model. Algorithm 1 is designed to find all non-dominated battery combinations for all possible battery packs. We define a battery combination as non-dominated if no other battery combinations have a lower or equal price with a larger or equal capacity. The input Dim denotes the maximum number of each battery in one pack. If Dim = 3, the number of each battery in a pack ranges from 0-3. Line 3-12 show the process to enumerate all possible combinations given a Dim. After achieving all possible combinational levels, the dominated battery combinations would be removed (Line 14). The Pareto curve of the energy-cost relationship for all battery combinations with 6 battery types and Dim = 3 is shown in Fig. 5 .
As Fig. 5 has shown, the Pareto energy-cost relationship for battery packs is near-linear in most ranges. This can be explained by the following facts: First, using a single type of battery to construct packs would lead to an exactly linear energy-cost relationship. In case of several battery types, the battery with the lowest price per unit capacity would be used as much as possible, while other batteries will be seldom used when there is a discontinuity in capacity. As reference [9] has shown, the price per capacity for different battery does not vary greatly. Therefore, the energy-cost Pareto curve can be approximated by a linear function C = a + b · E. The fitting error is analyzed and evaluated in Sect. 6, which validated the accuracy of this approach. This property greatly simplifies the optimization, which will transform the cost constrained problem into an energy constrained one.
Energy Assignment and Quantization
Given the maximum battery pack and an optimal node partitioning, the energy assignment procedure allocates proper battery packs with various capacities to each set of nodes. The sensor nodes in each set are equipped with battery packs with the same capacity. It is straightforward to obtain a node-level battery allocation by assigning just one node to each set. The input of Algorithm 2 contains the combinational energy capacity vector PackLev, the corresponding price vector Cost from Algorithm 1, and the power vector G, where each G(i) refers to the maximum power consumption in separate node sets L i , i = 1, 2, . . . , M. In Line 1, the pack with the maximum capacity PackLev(Ref ) is assigned to the most power consuming node set L M . For other node sets, their capacities are determined by multiplying the maximum capacity with the energy ratio
Algorithm 2 PackAssign
given by the optimal node partition (Appendix A). To map those energy capacities to real battery packs, the pack with the nearest capacity from PackLev is chosen. The algorithm outputs the network lifetime T , the total battery price TotCost, and the battery allocation result Alloc.
Cost Limited Pack Selection
Based on the energy-cost model and the energy assignment procedure, CLPS Algorithm 3 completes the entire battery allocation problem under the total cost C cons . The first phase of Algorithm 3 is to determine the maximum number of each battery in one pack Dim (Line 1-11) . The algorithm begins its search from Dim = 1. By calling Algorithm 1, the capacity vector PackLev and the price vector Cost are obtained. Those vectors are given to Algorithm 2, which generates a total battery pack allocation. If the total cost of such an allocation is less than C cons , we will increase Dim until the budget running out. The second phase determines the final allocation (Line 12-15). By reducing Ref incrementally, a total cost just below and close to the constraint C cons is achieved. Therefore, the battery assignment Alloc and the combination of each pack Comb are given out.
Impacts of Power Variations on Lifetime
In real deployments, the power analysis in the earlier design stage may suffer from its accuracy due to the varying workloads, wireless link quality and sampling ratios. This section would discuss and bound the impacts of power variations on the lifetime.
Definition of Variations
We denote the power consumption for node j as p j and the power variation Δp j for node j is a random variable. Thus, the accurate power of the node j can be expressed as p j + Δp j . Suppose the allocation procedure assigns the node j a pack with energy E node{ j} , its real lifetime is
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the network lifetime becomes
Lifetime Bounds under Variations
Next, we would bound the network lifetime under the power variations. Without the power variations, we denote the node j with maximal power consumption in set L i as g j . Considering the power variations, the node k is the most power consuming in set L i , which is defined as max k∈L i (p k + Δp k ). The index k may not always be equal to j. We define the power variation constant ρ of a node j as ρ j = Δp j p j . Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), the lower and upper bound of the network lifetime can be separately expressed as:
where T cal represents the estimated network lifetime without considering the power variations. The lower bound of the network lifetime is reached when the largest positive power variation ρ happens in the most power consuming node. The upper bound is reached when the the largest negative power variation happens in the most power consuming node when its power consumption is still the largest one under power variations.
Variations Tend to Reduce Lifetime
We will prove a theorem to illustrate that the lifetime decreasing probability is usually larger than the increasing one when the battery pack level M is rather large. We denote the increasing power consumption probability of the node j as α j , while the decreasing and unchanging probability is β j = (1 − α j ). Assume the most power consuming node in each partitioned set is denoted as {x i }, i = 1, 2, . . . M. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
Given α j and β j of each node j, the decreasing probability of the network lifetime is p dec,real while the increasing and unchanging probability is p inc,real . They obey the following equations:
When the battery pack level M is large enough, the following relationship holds:
Theorem 2 is proven in Appendix B. When variable α and β are equal to 50%,
M . Assuming M = 10,p dec,real ≈ 0.9990. Therefore, the lifetime will decrease in most cases. Experimental results in Sect. 6 will further validate those analysis through exhaustive simulations. It implies that the lifetime improvement may not be obtained when the battery pack level increases above a certain threshold considering the power variations. This will limit the effectiveness of a fair large battery pack number in practise.
Evaluation
This section would evaluate the proposed battery allocation by experiments. It first describes the experimental setup and then compares the CLPS approach with the uniform traditional one to show its advantages on lifetime. The CLPS heuristic is further compared with a standard INLP solver to show its performance and solution quality. Finally, we describe the impacts of power variations on lifetime.
Experimental Setup
To evaluate the typical power distribution in WSNs, we adopted the real µAMPS-1 node [10] to extract the power profiles. The number of sensor nodes ranges from 10 to 900. The average node-to-node distance d 0 is 20 m and the transmission parameters are extracted from real measurements. We use a distance and density based clustering protocol from Reference [8] . It can compress the data based on the spatial correlation and lighten the workload of cluster heads. It can reduce the total communication power and balance the intra-cluster power consumption. Though the power balance technology is applied in this protocol, the variance between nodes cannot be eliminated due to the many-to-one network topology. For a WSN adopting above protocol containing 100 nodes, the difference between the maximum and minimum node power consumption can reach 2-3 orders of magnitudes in Fig. 4 . The energy-cost model for the battery pack is built based on the real data [9] . Six kinds of batteries are considered in our experiments. The proposed lifetimeaware deployment framework, including power analysis and battery allocation procedure, is implemented in MATLAB running on a PC with a 2.67 GHz Intel processor with 2 GB RAM.
Battery Allocation for Lifetime Maximization
This section first compares the battery allocation method with the uniform approach and then we demonstrate the reduction of the lifetime difference of each node by battery allocation. Finally, we show that the battery allocation method can significantly prolong the lifetime with less costs. Figure 6 illustrates the impacts of the battery pack level (1-35) on the lifetime compared with the traditional uniform battery allocation. We scan the network size from 64 to 900. As we can see, given a cost budget, the network lifetime (normalized by that of the uniform-level battery case) becomes up to 13× longer when the number of the battery pack level M increases. The lifetime expansion becomes larger when the network size increases. The normalized lifetime expansion for a WSN with 64 nodes is 3.55, while it is up to 13.35 for a WSN with 900 nodes. It is due to the fact that larger network causes much higher power imbalance due to the many-to-one traffic pattern.
Lifetime Improvement via Battery Allocation
The differences between the proposed method and reference in Fig. 6 are small, which implies the discrete level approximation leads to slight errors. The reference line indicates the unrealistic but largest lifetime when the ideal battery allocation is adopted, i.e., there is a battery pack level for every node. Increasing the number of the battery pack level M has an impressive effect on lifetime extension at the beginning. However, as the battery pack level M becomes larger, the lifetime of WSN increases slowly. On the contrary, more battery pack levels lead to higher battery manufacturing and deployment costs and more sensitivities to the power variations. In our experiments, 10 battery pack levels were always sufficient to improve the lifetime to 3-11×. It implies that a reasonable number of battery pack level would be enough for the real sensor deployment.
Lifetime Difference among Nodes
Theorem 1 has pointed out that the ideal battery allocation would lead to the equal lifetime for each node. Figure 7 shows the lifetime difference of each sensor node in a 20×20 network with 10 battery pack levels. The lifetime differs severely (nearly 7 orders of magnitude) from node to node if only a single battery pack levels is used. The proposed method with 10 battery pack levels balances the working time distribution. However, the lifetime of some nodes can not be restricted to the average value by the battery assignment because the power consumption of some nodes is extremely small. Even if the battery pack with the minimum volume are assigned to those nodes, they still have much longer life than others. Except for those deviations in certain nodes, the proposed method effectively reduces the standard variance of lifetime from 4.06×10 5 hours to 8.70×10 2 hours among nodes. Figure 8 provides a lifetime curve of a 100-node WSN given different battery costs. The battery budget ranges from 100-400$ and the scanning step is 20$. Since the cheapest battery is larger than 1$ in the experiment, the minimal budget should be larger than 100$. The battery pack level 1, 5 and 10 are considered. As we can see, the multiple battery pack level can extend the WSN lifetime linearly when the battery cost increases. The slope ratio becomes larger when more battery pack levels are allowed, which means more lifetime increase with extra costs. Given a 400$ battery budget, the solution with 5 battery pack levels would give almost 4 × lifetime extensions than the one with 1 battery pack level. Furthermore, the curve provides the minimum battery budget to reach a given lifetime requirement. Obviously, multiple battery pack level allocation method needs much less energy budget than the uniform battery approach under the same lifetime requirement.
Lifetime Extensions vs Battery Costs
Performance Comparisons with INLP Solver
As Sect. 3.1 has stated, the running time of a generalpurpose INLP solver was excessive in the proposed battery allocation procedure. We now compare the proposed algorithm with LINGO, a popular solver for linear and nonlinear programming problems. The best-case continuous nodelevel references are also provided to illustrate the deviation from the optimality. Since LINGO could not handle the node partitioning, we do not limit the number of the battery pack types in the comparison. A branch-and-bound solver and a default iteration number are used in LINGO. The results are listed in Table 1 . For the settings in Table 1 , the proposed CLPS method gains a speedup of up to 2-5 orders of magnitudes over LINGO. Furthermore, our approach can solve the battery energy allocation problem for a WSN with 400 nodes in less than 0.02 seconds while LINGO fails to find the local optimal solutions within 24 hours. In the small cases, our approach gives even better solutions than the locally optimal solutions by LINGO; LINGO does not necessarily provide the globally optimal solutions. Our approach considers the characteristics of solution to reduce the search space. It may be possible to provide LINGO other configurations to get a better result using more execution time. However, this comparison provides evidence that the straightforward use of a general-purpose INLP solver is inappropriate for the WSN battery energy allocation problem, and that the proposed solution rapidly produces high-quality results.
The Impact of Power Variations on Lifetime
This experiment illustrates the impact of the node's power variations on the lifetime. In this case, the node number of the WSN is 100 and the battery budget is 400$. The battery pack level ranges from 3 to 35. We assume each node's power variation q i satisfies a Gauss distribution N(q i , 0.06q i ), in which a maximal 20% power deviation is observed among 500 samples † . Given a battery pack level, the WSN lifetime are evaluated under 500 random power profiles and it is determined by the node with the shortest lifetime in the network. Figure 9 showed the lifetime variations under 500 samples using each battery pack level. As we can see, the average lifetime is usually smaller than the original one without power variations. It validates Theorem 2 experimentally. When the battery pack level is small, the lifetime presents a better tolerance to the power variations. It is due to the fact that fewer battery pack levels lead to more energy redundancy for more nodes. In order to show the effects of power variations on each node, Table 2 gave the number of nodes whose lifetime become smaller after considering power variations. As we can see, 7 nodes in a 100-node WSN with 3 battery pack levels becoming shorter, while the † The power variations of each node come from many factors, such as different protocols, process variations, voltage and temperature variations. Reference [11] analyzed the power variations of a sensor node with a general configuration. It showed that the power variations approximately follow a normal distribution with the standard deviation 6% of the average value. Though the results only hold for their configuration. It should represent a typical trend for many real sensor nodes. number of such nodes reach up to 23 with 35 battery pack levels. Those phenomena indicated that a larger battery pack level is not guaranteed to acquire a longer lifetime due to the node's power variations in reality. A not very large battery pack level should provide both lifetime extension and enough tolerance to the power variations.
Conclusions and Future Works
Low-cost battery-powered wireless sensor nodes have quite tight power budgets. Unbalanced power distributions due to the intrinsic many-to-one traffic in WSN results in uneven battery depletion and short lifetimes. This paper proposed a fine-grained node-level battery allocation technique. It formulates the cost-constrained heterogenous WSN battery allocation problem as an INLP and provides a fast heuristic that produces near-optimal solutions. Experimental results show that the proposed techniques can provide 4-13× lifetime improvement with no more than 10 battery pack levels compared with the uniform approach. Furthermore, the proposed heuristic method gains a speedup of 2-5 times and better results over a popular INLP solver. The impacts of power variations on lifetime are also discussed and bounded in theory. Our future work includes evaluating the methods in a physical sensor network system and exploiting this methodology in other battery-powered ad-hoc networks to extend their lifetime.
T i is unrelated to i, that means the lifetime of each node set L i is equal. Furthermore, any energy partition E which obeys this property satisfies Eq. (A· 1), because for any s and t, we get:
Therefore, Eq. (A· 2) is the necessary and sufficient condition of Eq. (A· 1). Suppose that there is another energy partition E', which doesn't assure the equal lifetime of each L i property. There necessarily exist two sets L s and L t such as T s < T t ≤ T k , (k s, t). That means T s is the minimum lifetime of all the L i . From Eq. (1), we get:
If a tiny adjustment is made on E set{s} and E set{t} by δ, the following inequality is still satisfied:
So, the minimum lifetime of all the L i turns a little higher. That means the energy partition E' is not the best one. By now, we have proved that for any node partition L, the best energy partition makes the lifetime in each L i equivalent. The longest network lifetime is as Eq. (5) describes.
